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Being a teenager--well, it has its ups and downs. It's cool to discover new stuff about yourself. But

you've also got to make a lot of choices about who you want to be. You've got a lot of questions

about God, dating, sex, faith, drugs, friends, your family, popularity--and the list goes on. Hey,

you're not alone. Open up this Bible and read devotions written by teens like you who are dealing

with the same stuff. They want to share with you what God has to say and how he can help you get

through anything. The NIV Teen Devotional Bible is written by teens for teens. Its 260 weekday

devotions can help you find out what the Bible says about stuff that really matters to you. You'll love

the exciting look and feel of this Bible. The page-by-page bursts of surprising facts, cool graphics,

crazy humor, and radical ideas to chew on--and apply. The introductions loaded with features that

help you get to know each book of the Bible. Fifty-two weekend devotions by youth experts that sum

up the week. Featuring lots of material from Youth Specialties and Campus Life Magazine--2 of

America's coolest, most in-touch youth resources--The NIV Teen Devotional Bible is about real life.

About real teens. About YOU.
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Within the pages of this plainspoken Bible, young readers will find a year's worth of teen-written

devotionals, one for every day of the work week. For example, in the opening section on Genesis,

teens will find a shaded box for Monday's devotional, asking the reader what it means to be made in

God's image. "Do you ever put yourself down for the way you look? What are you saying to God

when you put down what he made?" Little boxes of text are inserted throughout the Scripture, where



teens either suggest devotionals or discuss themes in the Bible. In another box, teens comment on

the relationship between Adam and Eve: "The 'two becoming one' thing involves a lot more than

sex. It involves two lives becoming one--two stories becoming one." The language, graphics, and

frank discussion in this teen-oriented Bible make it a great resource for youth groups. It also makes

a loving gift for teenagers who need help understanding how the Bible translates into the stressful

world of adolescence.

Presenting a Devotional Bible for Teens That Helps Them Develop Confidence in Their Relationship

with God and in Themselves The teen years can be tough. They're the time when people move

from relying on parents or other adults for answers and affirmation to finding their own answers and

getting--or not getting--affirmation from peers. Teens need a Bible that will enable them to get

insights from God's Word, spoken in their language and addressing their issues. That's where the

Teen Devotional Bible comes in. Daily devotions written by the people teens listen to most--their

peers--plus many other features written by Youth Specialties and the staff of Campus Life

Magazine, will help teens discover God's answers to their questions. They'll find a bedrock of

wisdom to help them get through, and even enjoy, their teenage years. The Teen Devotional Bible

features: 260 Daily Devotions written by and for teens ages 1215. Sincere and reflective, they show

what God's Word has to say about the daily realities of being a teen. 52 Weekend Devotions by

youth leaders summarize a key point in the previous week's devotions Book Introductions include a

brief overview of each Bible book, a Cast of Characters, a feature called What's Up with That? that

offers a closer look at a certain part of each book, and Snapshots--bullet-pointed key events. 22

full-color tip-ins--either Extreme Faith or Backstage Pass--answer the toughest questions about faith

and life or family, friends, or the future. 75 Xtras offer interesting, sometimes crazy tidbits about the

Bible and its characters. 300 Huh? articles, written in a fun and interesting style, give insights on

perplexing Bible passages. Full-color Presentation Page. NIV text written at an 8th grade reading

level is easy to understand and apply.  Loaded with creative features and written in a hip,

sometimes humorous style, this spiritual resource offers daily devotions from the people teens listen

to most: their peers. The teen years can be tough. They're the time when people move from relying

on parents or other adults for answers and affirmation to finding their own answers and getting--or

not getting--affirmation from peers. Teens need a Bible that will enable them to get insights from

God's Word, spoken in their language and addressing their issues. That's where the Teen

Devotional Bible comes in. Daily devotions written by the people teens listen to most--their

peers--plus many other features written by Youth Specialties and the staff of Campus Life



Magazine, will help teens discover God's answers to their questions. They'll find a bedrock of

wisdom to help them get through, and even enjoy, their teenage years. The Teen Devotional Bible

features: ? 260 Daily Devotions written by and for teens ages 1215. Sincere and reflective, they

show what God's Word has to say about the daily realities of being a teen. ? 52 Weekend Devotions

by youth leaders summarize a key point in the previous week's devotions ? Book Introductions

include a brief overview of each Bible book, a Cast of Characters, a feature called What's Up with

That? that offers a closer look at a certain part of each book, and Snapshots--bullet-pointed key

events. ? 22 full-color tip-ins--either Extreme Faith or Backstage Pass--answer the toughest

questions about faith and life or family, friends, or the future. ? 75 Xtras offer interesting, sometimes

crazy tidbits about the Bible and its characters. ? 300 Huh? articles, written in a fun and interesting

style, give insights on perplexing Bible passages. ? Full-color Presentation Page. ? NIV text written

at an 8th grade reading level is easy to under ? stand and apply.

I purchased this for my 12 year old son. The cover was different than the one pictured (it looked like

the picture for the paperback version) but I liked it better. There is nothing not to like about this

Bible. The extra features and devotionals are good and age appropriate. I think this will help my son

grow deeper in his faith and help him as he learns to read and study the Bible himself.

As a pastor, I looked at a number of young people's Bibles to give 7th and 8th graders to use in

Confirmation Classes. The Teen Devotional Bible was by far the best I found for this age group. The

devotions are written by 12-15 year olds, and the many helpful articles and blurbs - such as those

headed "Huh?" - are very age-appropriate. The only change I would make would be to include some

maps in the back. Overall, an excellent, and more importantly, usable, Bible for young teens.

I purchased this for my 13 year old son. It has daily devotional that relate to teens really well and

also has explanations of words and passages on each page. This is the same Bible I used as a teen

just a different case.

Bought this for daughter's 8th grade graduation. Received it and it's used. Used with sharpie all over

the front cover, pages folded, cover looks like a pack of dogs were using it as a toy. Needless to

say, she didn't get a gift for graduation. Completely disappointed.

I really love this bible! I had it before but it got ruined so I searched for weeks to find this exact bible!



I'm 26 yrs old but this teen devotion bible still benefits me as a "baby Christian" it explains the books

and different chapters so you always know what's going on.Book came fast and in great packaging.

Love this Bible! It is written so clearly.

Love it. Spreading the Word of God to teens in a easy, fun way. Attractive and colorful. Eye

catching.

excellent, I mean excellent bible. my 14/15 year old girl reads hers every day. very simple.
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